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Thermal bistability in laser-cooled trapped ions
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The nonlinear dynamics of large ion clouds (N � 256 ions) trapped in radio-frequency (rf) traps and coupled
to laser cooling give rise to a bistable behavior of the temperature. Numerical simulations of the free evolution
of a large three-dimensional spherical cloud is used to characterize how the oscillating field amplitude and the
ion number control the rf-heating rate and the switching between the two stable states. We show that the heating
rate does not significantly depend on the ion number but strongly depends on the oscillating field. This exhibits
the major role played by the density of the ensemble. The competition between the radio-frequency heating and
the laser cooling is also discussed. They are used to design scenarios to take advantage of the threshold effect to
detect and quantify perturbations by an intruder.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ion traps are experimental tools used to manipulate atomic
or molecular ions in quantities ranging from a single ion [1] to
thousands of ions [2]. Experiments based on large ion clouds
remain a very relevant choice for microwave frequency stan-
dards [2], high precision spectroscopy of cold molecular ions
[3–5], chemical reaction in the cold and diluted limit [6], or
quantum optics in the large cooperative regime [7–9]. In these
experiments where the cold ion cloud expands in the three
directions, the radio-frequency-driven motion (also known as
micromotion) is one of the factors limiting resolution and
accuracy in spectroscopy because of the induced Doppler
shift [10–12]. It is also the source of the radio-frequency (rf)
heating, an energy transfer from the rf source to the thermal
motion of the ions, mediated by the Coulomb interaction.
This rf heating is responsible for fast transitions from a low-
temperature state to a high-temperature state, referred as an
“explosive onset” in the first studies about chaotic trajectories
of few-ion systems [13]. This is the signature of a strong
nonlinear dynamics driven by the Coulomb interactions. So
far, few molecular dynamics simulations have studied such
features like in Ref. [14], where the dynamics of an ion crystal
as large as 512 ions in a three-dimensional (3D) Paul trap con-
cludes that ion clouds at 5 mK show rapid heating when the
rf electric field amplitude is large enough. This strong depen-
dence with the amplitude of the rf electric field was confirmed
in Ref. [15] where periodic boundary conditions were used to
study the translationally uniform ion cloud geometry that is a
relevant representation for very elongated clouds in 2D linear
quadrupole traps. The work detailed in Refs. [16–18] goes
beyond the microscopic description and proposes a universal
heating formula to capture the dependence on the rf electric
field, ion number, and temperature for a spherical cloud in a
3D Paul trap.

Even if most experimental signals rely on the laser-induced
fluorescence involved in Doppler laser cooling, few works
have combined the study of rf heating in the context of
laser cooling [19,20]. As shown in this article, when Doppler

laser cooling is added to this complex system, a bistable
behavior can be observed, where the control parameter is the
strength of the rf trapping field and the switching parameter is
the temperature of the sample. This bistability has a strong
impact on experiments involving large samples like shown
in the last part of this article. Here, we study this bistability
by computing the rf heating of finite-size ion ensembles by
means of molecular dynamics simulations, using the data
generated during the free evolution of an ion cloud confined
in a linear rf trap. Radio-frequency-heating rates are then
directly compared to laser-cooling rates to demonstrate the
onset of a bistable behavior for the temperature of the sample.
Investigating the effect of the ion number N and the amplitude
of the radio-frequency field, we demonstrate that only the
latter has a significant effect on the rf-heating rate, pointing
to the cloud density as the controlling parameter. These re-
sults are then used to build and justify experimental scenarios
based on the control of the switch between the two stable
states.

II. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

A. Model

The ion ensemble is confined in a linear quadrupole rf trap
(inner radius r0 = 2.5 mm) where each diagonal pair of rods,
aligned with the Oz axis, is supplied with time-oscillating
voltage (frequency �/2π = 2 MHz) with the opposite phase
and a common amplitude Urf (for more details, see Ref. [20]).
The potential generated in the plane perpendicular to the trap
axis is

�(x, y, t ) = Urf cos(�t )

r2
0

(x2 − y2). (1)

A static voltage, Udc, is applied to extra electrodes to generate
a quadratic potential, �(z), along the Oz axis, characterized
by the frequency ωz/2π scaling as ωz/2π = 100 × √

Udc kHz
for trapped Ca+ ions, of mass m = 40 amu and charge
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Q = +qe = +1.602 × 10−19 C. The equations governing the
ion dynamics read

üi +
(

−ω2
z

2
± 2QUrf cos �t

mr2
0

)
ui

= Q2

4πε0m

N∑
j=1, j �=i

ui − u j

|ri − r j |3 , (2)

z̈i + ω2
z zi = Q2

4πε0m

N∑
j=1, j �=i

zi − z j

|ri − r j |3 , (3)

for an ion i, where ui stands for xi or yi and ri = (xi, yi, zi ).
Those that govern the motion in the radial plane (Ox, Oy)
can be recast into the standard Mathieu equations [21] by
defining the usual qx Mathieu parameter giving the di-
mensionless rf-trapping electric field. We choose positive
qx = (4QUrf )/(mr2

0�
2) and the effective Mathieu parameters

ax = ay are defined as ax = −2ω2
z /�

2 [22,23].
The equivalent static pseudopotential [24] is defined by

the fundamental oscillation frequencies for a single ion in the
radial direction ωr and in the axial direction ωz. By changing
the strength of the rf trapping field, characterized by the qx

parameter, two characteristics of the ion clouds are changed.
They are the mean density, which scales like q2

x [25,26], and
the geometrical aspect ratio, which depends on the potential
aspect ratio ω2

z /ω
2
r . To have only one characteristic chang-

ing along the simulations, the ratio ω2
z /ω

2
r is chosen to be

equal to 1 for all the tested Mathieu parameters qx, which
implies a spherical shape to the ion cloud [26]. To achieve this
goal, we compute the continuous fraction [21,27] defining the
stability parameter βx(ax, qx ) = 2ωr/� recursively to impose
β2

x (ax, qx ) = −2ax.

B. Temperature

As the rf-driven motion does not contribute to the tem-
perature, it must not be taken into account in its definition
[19,28]. To that purpose, the velocity vi(t ) of each ion i is
averaged over one radio-frequency period, to smear out the
rf-driven oscillation. The temperature T is dependant on the
time-averaged velocities vi(t ) like

3

2
kBT = 1

2

m

N

N∑
i=1

vi(t )2, (4)

with kB being the Boltzmann’s constant. Figure 1 shows the
time evolution for this temperature for a sample made of 1024
ions, following a thermalization process that takes the sample
to 10 mK [20]. After a few milliseconds of free evolution,
we observe a sudden increase of the temperature by 2 orders
of magnitude. We have checked that the velocity distribution
remains in very good agreement with the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution along this evolution (Fig. 1).

III. RADIO-FREQUENCY HEATING
AND LASER COOLING

A. Heating rate

To identify the general characteristics of sudden tempera-
ture rises, the heating rate H = dT/dt is calculated based on a

FIG. 1. Temperature evolution of a 1024-ion ensemble, in a trap
defined by qx = 0.64 and ωz/2π = 388 kHz. The temperature is
computed following Eq. (4). The two insets show the velocity distri-
bution of a 1024-ion ensemble at 13.4 mK and 8.10 K as a histogram.
The red curve is the computed Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at
this given temperature.

time-averaged temperature to smooth the fluctuations induced
by the small size of the sample. The averaging time is chosen
as 100 µs, which corresponds to nt = 200 radio-frequency
periods τrf .

Figure 2 shows these heating rates depending on the tem-
perature computed for a cloud of N = 1024 ions, trapped
by five different trapping field amplitudes, characterized by
Mathieu parameters qx = {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6}. Typically,
a heating rate curve represented in log-log exhibits the fol-
lowing behavior: at low temperature the heating rate log first
increases linearly with the temperature log, going from below
10−6 K/τrf to the range of 10−2 K/τrf for a temperature in
the range 0.01–0.1 K. This is the signature of a polynomial
dependence of the heating rate on the temperature, with an
exponent increasing with qx. Then the heating rate remains
stationary within the range 10−2–10−1 K/τrf up to 10 K and
then it decreases smoothly down to 400 K where simulations
are stopped.

FIG. 2. Log-log representation of dT/dt vs temperature in a
timescale in units of the rf period τrf . Colored symbols: Free evo-
lution H of an ensemble of 1024 ions in a rf trapping potential
characterized by qx = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 (see the color chart,
the dotted lines are guide to the eyes). Red lines: Cooling rates G as
defined by Eq. (6) for different laser detunings. Solid line: δL = −
.
Dashed line: δL = −10
. Black line: Spontaneous-emission-induced
heating He as defined by Eq. (7) for δL = −
.
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These curves are in accordance with the �-shape scheme
proposed in Ref. [29] to explain the equilibrium temperature
of a trapped ion cloud. For qx = 0.4, we find heating rates
as a function of temperature in accordance with the results
of Ref. [15], computed for qx = 0.44. However, we could
not confirm that the heating rate behaves universally indepen-
dently of the Mathieu parameter qx, as it was suggested in
Ref. [16].

B. Laser cooling

To characterize the equilibrium thermal state of a laser-
cooled sample, we now compare the rf-heating rate to the
Doppler laser-cooling rate G. Doppler laser cooling allows
us to cool down ions thanks to the resonant radiation pres-
sure induced by the recoil when ions absorb photons [30,31].
The laser cooling of Ca+ ions involves two transitions and
three levels but we consider here the simplified model of a
two-level system, keeping only the resonant dipole transition
at λL = 397 nm to the first excited state with a lifetime of
τe = 6.9 ns [32]. This simplification overestimates the opti-
mum probability Pe for an ion to be in the excited state by a
factor close to 2 [33], but it will not change the conclusion
of the comparison. For a laser beam with the wave vector
kL = 2π/λLz, propagating along the symmetry axis Oz of the
trap, the scattering force is [34] Fs = 
Peh̄kL, with 
 = 1/τe.
The probability Pe depends on the Rabi frequency �R of
the laser-dipole coupling, relative to the natural spontaneous
emission rate 
, by the on-resonance saturation parameter
s = 2�2

R/
2. It depends also on the laser frequency ωL by its
detuning δ from the atomic transition frequency ω0 as

Pe = 1

2

s

1 + s + 4δ2/
2
. (5)

For a moving atom, the detuning must include the Doppler
effect and δ = δL − kL · v, with δL = ωL − ω0. The work rate
(or power) of the radiation pressure force on an ion with veloc-
ity v can be calculated as Fs · v, assuming that the excitation
probability Pe has reached the stationary limit for a given ve-
locity. This assumption is justified because the transition sets
in the broadband limit where 
 � kLvr , where vr = h̄kL/m is
the recoil velocity due to the absorption of one photon [35].
This work rate, averaged over the ion velocity distribution
P(v, T ) of the sample, defines the cooling rate that we choose
to be positive and express in temperature variation per unit of
time:

G = − 1

kB

∫
(Fs · v)P(v, T )dv. (6)

For the calculation shown in Fig. 2, a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution is assumed and the cooling rate is calculated for
each temperature, for a saturation parameter of s = 2 and
laser detunings of δL = −
 and δL = −10
. To be complete,
the comparison of heating and cooling rates must include the
heating rate He induced by the spontaneous emission involved
in the laser cooling. This can be calculated as [36]

He = h̄2k2
L

mkB

∫

PeP(v, T )dv, (7)

in temperature variation per unit of time. The crossing be-
tween He and G gives the low-temperature equilibrium when
there is no rf heating. Depending on the chosen laser parame-
ters, it is between 0.5 mK (the Doppler laser limit) and 5 mK.

C. Competition between rf heating and laser cooling

The comparison between the rf-heating rate H and the
laser-cooling rate G (see Fig. 2) shows that, except for the
smallest value of the Mathieu parameter qx, these two curves
cross in the low-temperature regime (T < 1 K) as well as in
the high-temperature regime (T � 100 K), the rf-heating be-
ing dominant between these two borders. We can then define
two possible equilibrium temperatures corresponding to G =
H , responsible for the bistable behavior of these systems. For
initial conditions such that H > G, the ensemble converges
towards the hotter equilibrium; on the contrary, if G > H ,
the cloud converges towards the colder equilibrium. For the
low-temperature range the cold-temperature equilibrium is
then defined by G = He. For the largest qx values, once the
low-temperature unstable equilibrium G = H is crossed, H
reaches its maximum value in a time of the order of magnitude
of the averaging window (100 µs), which is small with respect
to the time elapsed since the beginning of the evolution of
the ion cloud at low temperature; hence, this phenomena is
usually denoted as an “explosive onset.” For increasing qx, the
limit temperature for which rf heating dominates laser cooling
decreases, from 1 K for qx = 0.3 to 40(±10) mK for qx = 0.6.
This illustrates how the trapping parameter qx controls the
switching conditions between a low-temperature regime and
a high-temperature regime.

For the chosen ion number N = 1024 and laser parameters,
laser cooling always overcomes rf heating for qx = 0.2, except
maybe for temperatures of the order of 100 K where the
numerical calculations show large fluctuations and are not
very relevant. When maximum, the rf-heating rate is 2 to
3 orders of magnitude larger than the spontaneous emission
heating rate. It is also the case for larger qx values when
rf heating overcomes laser cooling. This hierarchy shows
that spontaneous emission heating can be neglected when
the competition between the two other effects is considered
and confirms the role of the qx parameter as the controlling
figure for rf heating.

The effect of the number of ions on the general trends
detailed above is analyzed in Fig. 3 where the rf-heating rate
is plotted for N = 256, 512, and 1024 ions and qx = 0.6. It
shows that the behavior identified in Fig. 2 is very general for
a spherical shape of the ion ensemble as it does not depend
significantly on the ion number.

Furthermore, the comparison between H and G for this
high-qx regime, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, shows that in the
intermediate-temperature regime where H > G the rf-heating
rate is typically 1 order of magnitude larger than the laser-
cooling rate. This justifies under which conditions the impact
of laser cooling on the cloud dynamics can be neglected in
numerical simulations as well as in experiments.

D. Effect of the density

For this article, qx and N were varied by factor, respec-
tively, 3 and 4, and the comparison of Figs. 2 and 3 shows
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FIG. 3. Log-log representation of dT/dt vs temperature in a
timescale in units of the rf period τrf . Colored symbols: Free
evolution of N ions and a rf trapping potential characterized by
qx = 0.6. Blue triangles: N = 256. Orange diamonds: N = 512.
Green crosses: N = 1024 (the dotted lines are guide to the eyes).
Red solid lines: Cooling rate G as defined by Eq. (6) for the detuning
δL = −
. Black line: Spontaneous-emission-induced heating He as
defined by Eq. (7) for δL = −
.

that increasing qx has a stronger impact on the rf-heating rate
than increasing N . For N = 1024 ions, the radial size of the
ion ensemble decreases from R = 190 µm for qx = 0.2 to
R = 88 µm for qx = 0.6. For a given trapping condition qx,
this radial size scales like N1/3 because we chose to keep the
cloud spherical. Studying the dependency of the maximum
rf electric field reached by the ions as a function of qx and
N allows us to show that this field is not the controlling
parameter for the heating rate.

Starting from Eq. (1), the electric field amplitude ||E(r)||,
controlling the motion of an ion at distance r to the trap’s
central axis, scales like qxr. In the crystal and liquid phases
(T � 2 K for the considered densities) [37], the density can
be considered as homogenous out of a boundary layer of the
order of a few μm [25,38]. The mean density nc scaling with
q2

x [25,26] and the ion ensemble being spherical, NR−3 ∝ q2
x .

Thus, the maximum rf field amplitude for an ion cloud scales
like

||E(R)|| ∝ q1/3
x N1/3. (8)

Our results demonstrate how qx has an effect on the rf-heating
rate that is much more significant than that of N . Neverthe-
less, Eq. (8) emphasizes how qx and N play a similar role
in the maximum electric field reached by the ions. Thus, it
is clear that the parameter controlling the rf-heating rate is
not ||E(R)||. On the contrary, considering that rf heating is
induced by ion-ion collisions, the strong impact of qx could be
attributed to the change in the mean density which leads to an
ion-ion mean distance scaling like q−2/3

x and is thus reduced
by a factor 2.1 by going from qx = 0.2 to qx = 0.6.

IV. INSIGHT INTO DIFFERENT
EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS

In several situations, the collected ion fluorescence is the
only nondestructive signal that can be collected from the ion
sample, and depending on the laser detuning with the atomic
transition, this laser-ion coupling induces Doppler laser cool-
ing [34].

For a constant laser detuning, these systems show a bistable
behavior for the temperature, triggered by the Mathieu
parameter qx, which catches the strength of the rf trapping
field. If the qx parameter is kept constant, this strong nonlinear
behavior shows that a small perturbation in the temperature
can be made sufficient to trigger a switch from the low-
temperature equilibrium to the high-temperature equilibrium.
This perturbation amplification process is at the core of a
detection protocol that was proposed to detect giant molecular
ions [20,39]. While the temperature increase induced by the
energy lost by the projectile E is too small to be detected
by current laser-induced fluorescence-counting techniques, it
can bring the trapped ion cloud to a temperature where the
rf-heating rate is orders of magnitude larger, triggering the
switch to the high-temperature state. In this thermal state,
the Doppler effect results in a reduction of the laser-induced
fluorescence rate that is detectable, and the saturation param-
eter s = 2 and the detuning δL = −
 were identified as the
best compromise for a high sensitivity of the fluorescence
signal to the cloud thermal state [20]. In practice, the energy
transfer must bring the temperature above the explosive onset
threshold where G = H . This temperature threshold decreases
with increasing qx and was found to be 20 mK for qx = 0.68,
40 mK for qx = 0.6, 100 mK for qx = 0.5, and 250 mK for
qx = 0.4. This analysis justifies the need for a large Mathieu
parameter for a very sensitive detector, and the temperature
thresholds determined according to the method developed in
this article are compatible with the previous interaction sim-
ulations carried out for qx > 0.5 [20]. Considering the initial
temperature of the ensemble negligible compared to the tem-
perature threshold, the smallest qx value for which a detection
is observed can produce a measurement of the temperature
increase T by comparison with numerical data like the one
of Fig. 2. As already discussed, the threshold temperature does
not depend on the cloud size for typical sizes of hundreds of
ions. In a stationary description of the system where we can
assume that the ensemble thermalizes after the perturbation by
the projectile, we can write E = NkBT , and by measuring
the number of ions in the cloud [40] the energy lost E
can be inferred. This control would turn this giant molecular
detector into a device able to measure the stopping power of
a strongly correlated non-neutral plasma [41,42]. In the small
Mathieu parameter regime, the conditions for an intruder to
be detected in the observed fluorescence light, assuming no
rf heating is amplifying the perturbation, are analyzed in
Ref. [43].

Once a detection has been effective, the ion cloud has
reached a temperature of the order of 100 K and needs to be
cooled down to a temperature lower than the chosen threshold
for the next detection, which is lower than 100 mK. For
this preparation stage, the bistability analysis are also very
useful. As shown in Fig. 2, for a very detuned cooling laser
(δL = −10
), the laser-cooling G overcomes the rf-heating H
for high temperature: above 4 K for qx = 0.2 and 20 K for
qx = 0.4. It is then a relevant detuning for cooling ensembles
above 100 K, but in order to reach the low-temperature equi-
librium, decreasing the detuning alone is insufficient and the
Mathieu parameter must be also decreased to reach qx < 0.3.
With such a low Mathieu parameter, there is always a de-
tuning δL such that G > H . It is then possible to bring the
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ion ensemble to the low equilibrium temperature by gradually
changing the laser detuning from a high |δL| value to a low
|δL| value. Then, qx can be increased to reach the required
detection sensitivity, as long as G > H is verified at the given
temperature.

V. CONCLUSION

This article demonstrates the bistable behavior of a laser-
cooled 3D large ion cloud, trapped in a linear rf trap. The
comparison between different trapping conditions and cloud
sizes allows us to conclude that the characteristic figure con-
trolling the rf-heating rate is the cloud density. This analysis
allows us to build a protocol to keep the cold ion cloud
in a high trapping field regime and to evaluate the maxi-

mum perturbation that a cloud can absorb without switching
to a high-temperature state. Conversely, the possibility to
trigger the switch from a low-temperature regime to a high-
temperature regime is analyzed in the scope of a detector
for giant molecules based on the modification of the cloud
fluorescence rate. This detector will take advantage of the
amplifying effect induced by the temperature switch, to be
sensitive to the crossing of the ion cloud by a single projectile.
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